Fernando Travels Leads the Way for Australian Adventurers
Subheading: Now offering more Sri Lanka tours than ever before

Thanks to Fernando Travels' website revamp, Sri Lanka tour packages are now within the grasp of more Australians than ever before! With new
destinations, different duration times, flexible budgets and engaging itineraries available, Sri Lanka has never been more accessible for Fernando
Travels' customers. In recent years, a growing number of Australians have discovered the many benefits of making Sri Lanka their next holiday
destination. Rich in traditions, and demonstrating a rich blend of past civilisations and contemporary appeal, Sri Lanka is also home to some of the
most diverse wildlife on the planet. Sri Lanka is a superb destination for family groups, couples, those who enjoy the wilderness or cultural
connoisseurs who are eager to sample the diversity that Sri Lanka encapsulates so well.To meet traveller demands, Fernando Travels have added a
large number of tour choices to their website. These include not only honeymoon packages in Sri Lanka, but also customised tours, which can be
personalised to meet individual requirements. A company spokesman for Fernando Travels commented: "We take you to places less travelled by
tourists. What this means for visitors to Sri Lanka, is that when they select a Fernando Travels tour, they can expect to find the hidden, authentic side
of life in Sri Lanka, experiencing first hand the magic of the island and all it has to offer."Fernando Travels are an experienced tour provider that
specialises in offering Sri Lanka travels for a number of different audiences. All tours have the services of a knowledgeable, English-speaking guide for
their duration. Packages include popular tourist locations, as well as a range of opportunities to explore Sri Lanka "off the beaten track". Packages can
be tailored to suit individual group needs, giving visitors the ability to transform their trip into an unforgettable journey. A 24-hour emergency helpline
ensures visitors always have a point of contact and assistance at any time.Customers not only have more tour options to choose from than ever
before, but they can also enjoy a welcome $80 discount by quoting this press release when choosing to book with Fernando Travels. To see the
additional packages and opportunities which are now available, visit the Fernando Travels website at https://fernandotravels.com.au/ or call the
friendly, professional team on (03) 9713 0048. Fernando Travels is a member of PATA and an IATA accredited agent.
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